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Solemn Dedication of the SAINT BRUNO SCENIC VIEWING CENTER 
September 8, 2012 

Solemnity of the Nativity of the Most Blessed Virgin Mary 
Words of Thanks from Fr. Prior 

 

Your Excellencies, Fellow Religious & Priests, Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ, 
 
Saint Bruno, the founder of the Carthusian Order whom we are honoring today, wrote the following words in the 11 th 
century: “…I am living in the wilderness of Calabria, far removed from all habitations…I have brothers here with me 
who are keeping assiduous watch for their Lord, so as to open to Him at once when He knocks. I could not even begin 
to tell you how charming and pleasant it is here. The temperatures are mild and the air healthful; a broad plain, 
delightful to behold, stretches between the mountains along their entire length, bursting with fragrant meadows and 
flowery fields. One can hardly describe the impression made by the gently rolling hills on all sides, with their cool and 

shady glens tucked away, and such an abundance of refreshing springs, brooks and streams. Besides all this, there are 
verdant gardens and all sorts of fruit-bearing trees…” 
 
It is almost as if St. Bruno were describing Mt. Equinox, except perhaps for the cold Vermont winter! He was 
completely ravished by the extraordinary beauty of the nature of Calabria in Southern Italy, and indeed Mt. Equinox is 
similarly blessed. And yet, his eyes did not stop at what is contingent but, with a free heart, he moved higher, 
transcending natural beauty, in order to meet the Author of all beauty.  
 

St. Bruno continues: “…and yet why dwell on such things as these? The man of true insight has other delights, far 
more useful and attractive, because divine. It is true, though, that our rather feeble nature is renewed and finds new life 
in such perspectives, wearied by its spiritual pursuits and austere mode of life. It is like a bow, which soon wears out 
and runs the risk of becoming useless if it is kept continually taut and stretched.” 
 
St. Bruno did not allow himself to be conditioned by a reductionism and relativism which leads to a weakening of the 
ability to understand reality as it is and the relegation of the transcendent to either a meaning foreign to Christianity or 
to irrelevance. The beauty of nature opened St. Bruno up to the graciousness of God and the discovery that, in each one 

of us, in our frailty and greatness, there is a capacity for intimacy with Him.   
 
The fascinating love story between God and humanity teaches us the simple truth that our hearts will remain restless 
until they rest in God, Who, out of sheer gratuity, chooses to dwell in all of us. In the human response to this gift of 
God’s love, we become for others a source from which rivers of living water flow  (John 7:37f). In the spirit of St. 
Bruno, overwhelmed by God’s love and the beauty of His creation, we, too, then, “pour out our hearts like water in the 
presence of the Lord” (Lamentation 2:19) and pray: O GOD, FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, RENEW THE LIVING SPRINGS 
OF YOUR LIFE WITHIN US!   
 

In His infinite mercy, God has placed us Carthusian monks here, hidden in the wilderness on Mount Equinox. We have 
been called by Christ to embrace a particular way of living our humanity, our Christianity, our monastic life--- in a 
word, our love for God and neighbor. We have certainly not received this call because of any special human or spiritual 
gifts we have. On the contrary, we are poor and cannot claim anything as our own that we have not first received. 
Instead, we simply place ourselves at the complete disposal of God.  
 
Our Carthusian “Rule of Life” speaks of this mystery: “Apart from all, to all we are united, and it is in the name of all 
that we stand before God” (Statutes 34.2).  Our life of prayer, solitude and anonymity acquires its depth to the extent 

that we open ourselves up to a continual and universal communion with God. In the unassuming silence of daily prayer 
and penance, this power of love is made concrete. This is a communion that embraces all without distinction, especially 
our loved ones, our benefactors and our closest neighbors: our good, fellow Vermonters. 
 
If you will allow me, I would like to propose that the “heart” of the “Saint Bruno Scenic Viewing Center” is the 
“meditation or prayer room.” This “heart” will give life to this entire building. My hope is that all who visit here to 
view the beautiful nature of Vermont will, like St. Bruno, be inspired to contemplate the God who has created these 
mountains. May the prayers of those who visit this building transform its physical stones into living stones, so to speak, 

and through their praise and supplication may they acknowledge the invisible foundation: the God of all creation, and 
its Cornerstone, our Lord Jesus Christ! In prayer, we can become what was said of St. Bruno: “he was a precious stone 
and a column in the House of the Lord….His genuine faith was built on virtues…” (Funeral Scroll). 
 
Deafened by the noise and discordant voices of the turbulent times in which we live, this meditation room can become 
a school of prayer putting people at the very heart of God, in the silence of their own heart. There we learn that, even 
amidst pain, we can find an answer in the Face of the God Who continually gazes at us. He is patiently and tenderly 
waiting for us, and will never abandon us—even if everyone else has done so. It is only in prayer that we can learn how 
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to confront the problems of our frenetic world. Without prayer, charity and justice would be stripped of their spiritual 
essence and would become mere social action, and we would be left empty and dissatisfied.  
 
The former “Skyline Inn,” which once stood on this spot and which is now demolished, is like “a grain of wheat that 
fell to the earth and died” (John 12:24). But from that rubble a new life has risen in the “St. Bruno Scenic Viewing 

Center!” Our celebration of this rebirth could not have happened without the very gracious spiritual & material help 
from our friends & benefactors. May today be truly a celebration, indeed, a living feast rebuilt on the rock of hope! I 
must express my deepest and heartfelt thanks to all those who have made this Scenic Viewing Center possible. I 
express this gratitude not just on my own behalf, but also on the part of my monks and indeed for all who, because of 
your generosity, will have the joy of experiencing the God of love and peace in an atmosphere of both natural and 
supernatural beauty.  
 
May those who enter this room to pray in secret—of whatever nationality, religion, profession, language or culture -- 

find themselves renewed by the God Who is transcendent in His majesty and immanent in His love. He truly dwells in 
us and is present even in those who do not believe in Him. Even when we are not fully aware of it, He continually loves 
us, and is closer to us than we are to ourselves. May this realization open us up to hope and love, to sacrifice and 
human solidarity, so that we can embrace the truth that we all form one great family under the Fatherhood of God.  
 
May the realization of this truth be an antidote to the lack of joy in our world today, where there seems to be a “myopia 
or amnesia of God.”  Without keeping God firmly in sight, we are prone to cold indifference and self-seeking. Indeed, 
we live in a world which values things by their productivity and efficiency and risks relying solely on the power of 

human means. The technological innovations and world events of our day, perhaps often marked by violence, threaten 
the core of our humanity. Here again, the words of Bruno that I just read, can serve as a reminder: In encountering man 
and nature we must always remain open to the transcendent God, otherwise we run the terrible risk of extinguishing 
both man and nature. Only through this openness to man, nature and the Transcendent will we be able to sow the seeds 
of forgiveness and reconciliation in sacrificial love like a candle that gives light inasmuch as it gives itself. 
 
As you probably know, in the Catholic Church, today is the feast of the Birth of Mary-- the Mother of JESUS and the 
Patroness of the Americas. May she bring down precious graces upon us all and help shape our lives like Bruno as men 

and women of hope who believe in God’s promises. Finally, on behalf of my monks, and in my own name, I express 
with humble joy our gratitude and affection to all of you and invoke God’s never-failing blessings! 
 

 

 

 

+++ end +++ 


